
The Incredible Mr. Whedon 
TTGT 11 VI: Lick My Love Pump 
Written by Oklahoma University Academic Team. 
Edited by Andrew R. Juhl of the University ofIowa Academic Quiz Club. 

Theme: This is [mostly] a TRASH packet where all of the answers are linked-either directly or as a 
reference to-the works of television and move writer/producer/director Joss Whedon. Knowledge of 
Mr. Whedon's repertoire is not required to answer most questions, but fans of Whedon will have a 
definite advantage. 

Tossups 

1. That Wario and Waluigi are brothers. That Chekov did serve on the Enterprise during the first 
season of Star Trek, just not as part of the bridge crew. That Buffy Summers' real first name is 
Elizabeth. These are examples of details about fictional worlds (*) that are widely accepted by fans 
as true, despite having never been established in the source material. FTP, give the collective name for 
these conventions, a play on "fandom" and "canon." 

ANSWER: FANON (prompt on "fanfiction" before "established", since it's close, but not quite 
the same thing) 

2. His current project is a remake of The Poseidon Adventure, in which he'll inexplicably play the 
role originally filled by Ernest Borgnine. You may -- but probably don't -- remember him as the 
titular teenage heavy in My Bodyguard, but are more likely to remember him as 'Animal Mother' 
in (*) Full Metal Jacket. He's appeared in recurring guest roles on several sci-fi shows in the last 
decade, including The X-Files and Stargate SG-l, but he's in this packet because of his two jobs for Mr. 
Whedon. FTP -- name the actor who portrayed the Senior Partners' liaison, 'Hamilton', in the final 
season of Angel and space thug, Jayne Cobb, on FOX's Firefly; no relation to William, Stephen, and 
Alec. 

ANSWER: ADAM BALDWIN 

3. The flock of pigeons isn't real. Dennis Hopper's injured hand switches sides for a couple of 
scenes. You can see part of the wire used to lift the bus (*) up. These are some of the complaints 
about this 1994 action film directed by Paul Verhoeven's former cinematographer Jan De Bont, which 
was heavily script-doctored by Joss Whedon. FTP - name this film, another complaint of which might 
be that Keanu Reeves can't act his way out of a paper bag. 

ANSWER: SPEED 

4. It's a short devotion practiced morning, afternoon, and evening by some Catholics consisting of 
the recitation of three Hail Mary's interspersed by other prayers and heralded by the ringing (*) 
of a bell. Its practice in Ireland in 1753 may have contributed to the naming of this character, 
supposedly so styled because of the beauty of his face. FTP, name this soulless alter-ego occasionally 
portrayed by David Boreanaz. 

ANSWER: ANGELUS (Do not accept or prompt on 'Angel') 

5. His is the voice of many American/Canadian newsreel documentaries, such as "The War for 
Men's Minds" and "Inside Fighting Canada." Stereotyped after appearing on a TV western for 
several years (*), he was only able to find subsequent film work in such 70's disaster films as 
Earthquake, where he plays Ava Gardner's. FTP - name this now-deceased Canadian actor who played 
Ben Cartwright on Bonanza and whose name was the inspiration for the singing demon who helps the 
crew on Angel. 

ANSWER: LORNE GREENE 



6. Like so many other things, it can't resist Lilah Morgan's ass. It can help to tie a tie or play 
acoustic guitar, but sometimes it repeatedly writes (*) "kill, kill, kill." Unlike Bruce Campbell's, it 
was never cut off and replaced with a chainsaw. FTP, name this sinister Wolfram and Hart-supplied 
replacement for Lindsey McDonald's plastic prosthetic. 

ANSWER: Lindsey's EVIL HAND (accept equivalents, but prompt on "hand" or "left" or 
"right" hand) 

7. "I don't believe that man's ever been to medical school." "Tuesday's plastic corrosion 
awareness meeting was a big success." (*) "One minute you're defending the whole galaxy, and the 
next you're sucking down Darjeeling with Marie Antoinette and her little sister." "The word I'm 
searching for, I can't say, because there's preschool toys present." Joss Whedon's touch may be 
discernible in these lines because he was a screenwriter on, FTP, this first theatrical release by Pixar 
Animation. 

ANSWER: TOY STORY 

8. Mickey Mouse. Shanghai. Around the Clock. Cricket. (*) High Score. 301. These are all 
variations, often played in bars, including the Bronze, and occasionally hustled by Wesley Wyndam
Pryce, of - FTP -- what game, in which a perfect turn scores 180 points? 

ANSWER: DARTS 

9. His first on-screen appearance took place in 1974 in the first seconds of life, as his delivery was 
used in a film on childbirth. His numerous television appearances have included The Facts of Life 
and Mr. Belvedere, and more recently (*) Crank Yankers, That 70's Show, and his own short-lived 
vehicle Greg the Bunny. FTP -- name this actor who credited Joss Whedon with putting a guitar in his 
hands and making him look cool, perhaps best known for his role as Scott Evil. 

ANSWER: Seth GREEN 

10. Their track "I Want To Kill You" is featured on the soundtrack to the Collector's Edition of 
Activision's Playstation2 game Vampire: The MasqueradelRedemption. Their debut EP 
Bath WaterFlowers (*) had a full half of its tracks used for TV shows and commercials, including Buffy 
the Vampire Slayer. FTP - name this band that features Singer Cami Elen, guitarist Jymm Thomas, and 
drummer Steve McManus, who played the theme song for Angel. 

ANSWER: DARLING VIOLETTA 

11. The number one rated children's show during its 7-7:30 timeslot in the So-Cal regional 
market, it was created by Gregor Framkin, who started out in a garage with a couple of used 
couches (*) and a glue gun. Eventually it turned into a puppet gold mine, featuring such skits as "Action 
Math News" and songs such as "Courage and Pluck" and "Self-Esteem." FTP - name this fictional TV 
show, run by demons disguised as puppets who accidentally turn Angel into the cutest puppet since 
Ernie got "Queer Eyed." 

ANSWER: SMILE TIME 

12. "Oh, I'm so gonna bite you." "No threesomes unless it's boy-boy-girl. .. Or Charlize Theron." 
"We always said we were going to do something cool with our lives. Now look at us. You're an 
office manager and (*) I'm dead." These are all lines spoken by this character, who had the longest run 
in the Buffyverse, appearing in both the unaired pilot of Buffy and the finale of Angel. FTP -- name this 
vampire, a one-time hanger-on of Cordelia Chase. 

ANSWER: HARMONY Kendall 



13. 1-112 ounces of vodka, 1-112 ounces of cranberry juice, & 4 ounces of grapefruit juice--which 
must be fresh-squeezed (*). It is not known whether it comes in "Oily" or "Sensitive" varieties, like a 
similarly-named astringent. FTP -- name this very pink drink that Lome likes so much, also an 
excoriating cosmetic by Clairol. 

ANSWER: SEA BREEZE 

14. His brother, Mikhail, wasoriginally thought to be killed during a Soviet space launch, but 
turned out to have been thrown into an alternative dimension during a mission to Siberia. During 
a low point in his superhero career, he joined Apocalypse's Horsemen of Death (*), but he soon 
came to his senses and rejoined the X-Men, sacrificing himself to save all mutant-dom from the Legacy 
Virus. FTP - name this mutant superhero, one of the original "New" X-men, who could turn his body 
into organic steel, and who was recently revived by Joss Whedon in Astonishing X-Men. 

ANSWER: COLOSSUS 

15. Located in the western Balkans, its main cities were Lissus and Epidamus, and is the ancestral 
state of modern Albanians. It's also the demesne of the Duke Orsino (*) and setting for Twelfth 
Night. FTP -- name this region, whose name is shared by a blue-tinged, superpowered version of 
Winifred Burkle. 

ANSWER: ILL YRIA 

16. Principally a revolt against traditional philosophers who tended to consider philosophy as a 
science, this philosophy rejects the methods and ideals of science as being improper for philosophy 
and argues that objective, universal, and certain knowledge is an unattainable ideal (*). Ultimately, 
it insists that choices have to be made arbitrarily by individuals, who thus create themselves, because 
there are no objective standards to determine choice. FTP - name this philosophy, long championed by 
Joss Whedon, and whose primary authors include Sartre and Camus. 

ANSWER: EXISTENTIALISM 

17. He's one of the few family members ever to appear on Angel, a never-again-mentioned 
younger brother of Krevlorneswath (krev-Iorn-swath).(*) He was also the show's only on-screen 
role for creator Joss Whedon, and he never said a word. FTP -- name this Pylean whose goofy-ass 
flailing is better known as the dances of honor, joy, and shame. 

ANSWER: NUMF AR of the Deathwok Clan 

18. One would assume a person has both the qualities of a border collie and a scruffy appearance 
to fall under this occupation. The creatures they work with look a bit like sheep, if sheep were blue 
and had antennae. A person with this occupation mayor may not have released CD's (*) with titles 
such as How to Meet Girls or American Cheese, or be able to play variations of bitch in' surf music for 
WB-based TV shows. FTP - name this profession, also the name of the band that played the theme to 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer. 

ANSWER: NERF HERDER (descriptions ofNerfs come from Galactic Battlegrounds, so shut 
up, Star Wars geeks, damn your hides!) 

19. Founded in 1831, early students were all male, and almost exclusively white, but from 1872 to 
1912, it was a pioneer in the field of coeducation, admitting a limited number of women to study 
and earn degrees alongside the male students. Most students were also primarily Methodist (*), 
but the university became fully independent of the Methodist church in 1937. FTP-name this 
university, located in Middletown, Connecticut, which counts Joss Whedon among its alumni. 

ANSWER: WESLEYAN 



20. Like Alan Aida, who replaced him in a role he made famous, he had polio as a child. Like Dan 
Castellaneta (*), he has played a man named Homer Simpson (*). Unlike Anthony Stewart Head, Joss 
Whedon hates this man, who constantly rewrote his dialogue while playing Watcher Merrick Jamison
Smythe in the film of BuffY the Vampire Slayer. FTP - name this ubiquitous actor, who, during the 
1970's, was the poo, playing both Hawkeye Pierce and a toked-up professor. 

ANSWER: DONALD SUTHERLAND 

21. Final questions should be easy, but since this is a Joss Whedon based packet, it should 
probably be less tangential in its relationship to the man. So here goes: Rumors surrounding this 
film include the replacement of one its original actors with Laurence Fishburne, since he's 
married to one of the stars. Scheduled for release in April of 2005, this film (*) was green-lighted 
because of the sales of the DVD collection based on the original series that aired on FOX. FTP -- set 
500 years in the future, this is the feature film based on the cancelled Joss Whedon series Firefly, named 
for the ship the crew sails around in. 

ANSWER: SERENITY (prompt on 'Firefly: The Movie' or similar, but not on 'Firefly,) 



Bonuses 

1. Identify the film Eliza Dushku supports, cast-wise, from plot and character description FTP apiece: 
A. Rebellious daughter of a secret agent. She eventually learns to be submissive after her father saves 
her from terrorists while hanging onto a Harrier jet for dear life. 

ANSWER: TRUE LIES 
B. Rebellious cheerleader who goes on to help Kirstin Dunst and the rest of the squad. George W. Bush 
may have been a fan of this film. 

ANSWER: BRING IT ON 
C. Cheerleader again, she helps the pseudo-rebellious title guy, and finds true love with him after he 
begins taking advice from convict Eddie Griffin. D. 1. Qualls plays the title character. 

ANSWER: THE NEW GUY 

2. This is one of those bonuses you're only going to be able to get if you were an avid BuffY and Angel 
fan. Sorry, theory-heads. Please name the evil Watcher from a description FTPE: 
A: She went evil, but Giles missed the memo. She posed as Faith's new Watcher in "Revelations" in an 
attempt to steal the Glove of Myhnegon (MIN-a-gone) and ended up being fried by lightning. 

ANSWER: (Mrs.) Gwendolyn POST 
B: He stole the only known copy of the Devandire Sibylline Codex when he defected from the Council 
to join Wolfram and Hart. He appeared in the Angel episodes "Home" and "Destiny," and was a right 
snarky bastard. 

ANSWER: Rutherford SIRK 
C: Not so much evil as just maliciously officious, this Head of the Watchers' Council appeared in the 
Buffy episodes "Selfless," in which he fired Giles, "Checkpoint," in which he reinstated him, and "Never 
Leave Me," in which he exploded. 

ANSWER: Quentin TRA VERS 

3. Writers in the Whedonverse just love to name episodes after song titles. FTPE, give the common 
name ofthe Buffy, Angel, or Firefly episode and the song. 
A. This is the final episode of Angel. It's also a widely-covered Rolling Stones number in which Jagger 
"tell[s] you how it's gonna bel You're gonna give your love to me." 

ANSWER: "NOT FADE A WA Y" 
B. This Firefly episode shares its name with the space bordello it's set in, and also with an 
uncharacteristically mellow Neil Young song that takes the persona of an emotionally needy miner. 

ANSWER: "HEART OF GOLD" 
C. The Season 4 Angel episode in which Jasmine receives her name and enchants everyone except Fred, 
and the R.E.M. track from their Out O/Time album that they performed with modified lyrics on an 
episode of Sesame Street. 

ANSWER: "SHINY HAPPY PEOPLE" 



4. Joss Whedon likes to have people over to his mansion to get high and read Shakespeare. Given the 
line someone may have read while happily toked-out, name the Shakespeare play it came from FTP 
apiece; if you need the non-stoned character who says it, you'll get 5. 
A. 10 -- "I am damned in hell for swearing to gentlemen my friends/ you were good soldiers and tall 
fellows . And when! Mistress Bridget lost the handle of her fan, I took't/ upon mine honor thou hadst it 
not." 
5 - Falstaff 

ANSWER: THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR 
B. 10 - "The dragon wing of night 0' erspreads the earth,! And, stickler-like, the armies separates.! My 
half-supped sword, that frankly would have fed,! Pleased with this dainty bait, thus goes to bed." 
5 - Achilles 

ANSWER: TROILUS AND CRESSIDA 
C. 10 - "Have more than thou showest,! Speak less than thou knowest,! Lend less than thou owest,! Ride 
more than thou goest,! Learn more than thou trowest,/ Set less than thou throwest;" 
5 - The Fool 

ANSWER: KING LEAR 

5. FTSNOP, identify the trademarked food product from a brief description. 
A. 5: It's a Hostess snack cake! It's a legal defense! 

ANSWER: TWINKlE 
B. 10: This original brand oflight-colored ginger ale was invented in Toronto in the 1890's. 

ANSWER: CANADA DRY 
C. 15: It's a thick, salty beef extract sold in distinctive bulbous jars. It can be used to make beef tea or 
can be spread on toast. Your author could have happily gone her whole life without learning that. 

ANSWER: BOVRIL 
(Note: The Joss Whedon connection is product placement and/or name-dropping.) 

6. Answer the following related questions FTP apiece: 
A: When pressed by his girlfriend Lisa to confess a sexual fantasy, this Newsradio character, WNYX 
News Director, admits that ever since he was fourteen, he's dreamed of making love on the space 
shuttle .. . with a space prostitute. 

ANSWER: DAVE NELSON (accept either) 
B: While it was never expressly stated that this "pleasure planet" had space prostitutes--come on. Even 
Quark got laid at this blandly idyllic recurring Next Generation and Deep Space Nine setting where 
Picard met Vash. 

ANSWER: RIZA 
C: Aa for the Whedonverse: Morena Baccarin played this sophisticated "Companion"-ahem -- space 
prostitute -- on Firefly. 

ANSWER: INARA Serra 



7. Writing just runs in the Whedon family, much like the pot jokes in this packet. Answer these 
questions about the writing Whedons FTP apiece: 
A. Grandpa Whedon was a writer for this show, which was about a bunch of comedy writers. Mary 
Tyler Moore was in it. Hubba, hubba. 

ANSWER: THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW 
B. Daddy Tom was a writer for this show, which also dealt with women's rights. Unfortunately, the 
women were a bit too old to deal with problems via roundhouse punches and high kicks, although Bea 
Arthur and Betty White might have looked cool doing them. No, it's not Maude. Although that, too, 
would have been cool. 

ANSWER: GOLDEN GIRLS 
C. Speaking of comedies, Joss Whedon wrote the screenplay for this Don Bluth cartoon that involves the 
search for a ship carrying the last remnants of humanity after an alien species destroys the planet. The 
bomb it exploded took down the entire 20th Century Fox animation studio. 

ANSWER: TITAN A.E. 

8. Answer these animal-related questions about Joss's three series, 5-10-15 
A. 5 -- This band delighted Bronze patrons during seasons 2-4 of Buffy, with Devon as lead singer and 
Oz generally strumming along to a completely different rhythm. 

ANSWER: DINGOES ATE MY BABY 
B. 10 -- When Angel and company toured their soon-to-be digs at Wolfram and Hart in the season 4 
finale "Home," Gunn was taken to the White Room, where the Senior Partners' conduit manifested itself 
as this big cat, which is pretty damn cool as spirit guides go. 

ANSWER: BLACK PANTHER (they swear it's not meant to be commentary) 
C. 15 -- One of the only recurring minor characters on Firejly, he runs a small-time crime ring on 
Persephone, where he schemes, laces his tea with wood alcohol, has a silly cockney accent, and doesn't 
like Mal very much. 

ANSWER: BADGER 

9. FTP apiece, name these groups or artists that played The Bronze at some point, given names of their 
albums. 
A. Viva! La Woman, Stereo Type a 

ANSWER: CIBO MATTO 
B. Title TK, Last Splash 

ANSWER: THE BREEDERS 
C. Lost in Space, Bachelor No.2 

ANSWER: AIMEE MANN 

10. Could you tell the potential Slayers apart? Do you remember their nuanced characterizations and 
contributions to the seventh season? No? What a surprise. FTSNOP, name the Slayer-in-Training. 
A. 5: Willow's rebound girl. 

ANSWER: KENNEDY 
B. 5: The token black girl 

ANSWER: RONA 
C. 10: The one who killed herself, prompting Buffy to give a speech about what a loser she was. Buffy, 
we'll recall, worked as a counselor that season. 

ANSWER: CHLOE 
D. 10: The token girl who didn't speak English. She was lactose intolerant! Hah! 

ANSWER: CHAO-AHN 
(Note that many of the actors who portrayed these young women have gone onto lucrative careers in 
commercials). 



11. For what I guess is our trash-within-trash bonus, what we're gonna do is name a weapon wielded, 
carried, or used as decor on Angel, and you're going to tell us which Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle 
regularly used it or them, 5 for 1, 10 for 2,20 for 3,30 for all 4. (Obviously, you won't be given the 
answers until the end) 
A: Sai ANSWER: RAPHAEL 
B: Two katanas ANSWER: LEONARDO 
C:Bo ANSWER: DONATELLO 
D: Nunchucks ANSWER: MICHELANGELO 

12. Apart from Sarah and Eliza - Buffy and Faith -- most actors who have appeared regularly on Joss' 
shows don't get many roles outside the Whedonverse. Some do, and learn to regret them. Given the 
name of the film, and the character they portrayed, name the Buffy character that actor played when 
times were, shall we say, better FFP apiece. In other words, if! said "Penny in Inspector Gadget", you'd 
say Dawn, since that's the part Michelle Trachtenberg played on Buffy. 
A. Adam Carr in Valentine 

ANSWER: ANGEL 
B. Dana in Celeste in the City 

ANSWER: XANDER 
C. Jesse in My Stepmother is an Alien 

ANSWER: WILLOW 
D. Fred in My Stepmother is an Alien 

ANSWER: OZ 
E. Jane in See Jane Date 

ANSWER: CORDELIA 
F. Jenny in Eurotrip 

ANSWER: DAWN 

13. Chess: the Musical! It's like ABBA, but with politics! And in a move that Shakespeare-tokin' Joss 
might appreciate, the question author's wife once went to see it extremely stoned. Answer these 
questions about Chess: the Musical FTPE: 
A. 10 -- Every musical should have its own hit single, and this one is no exception. Murray Head's 
version of this song hit the Top Ten during the 1980's, when everything hit the Top Ten. 

ANSWER: ONE NIGHT IN BANGKOK 
B. 10 - In a coincidence of staggering cosmological possibilities, both Murray Head, and his brother 
Anthony Stewart Head sang this song in the musical while portraying what character, known as "The 
American"? 

ANSWER: FREDDIE TRUMPER 
C. 10 -- The two B' s in ABBA wrote much of Chess: The Musical. Their first names are Benny and 
Bjorn, FTP, give either one of their last names. 

ANSWER:ANDERSSONorULVAEUS 

14.30-20-10, Identify the word. 
30. It's the surname of Erin, a sergeant in the laws, and Harth, who's come up in the world since his 
death. 
20. It's also the surname of Melaka, the Vampire Slayer in the distant future, as well as the Dark Horse 
graphic novel written by Joss that tells her story. 
10. It more commonly means a large fracas (something Melaka is quite good at), or to wear at the edge 
of cloth; to unravel...just as their world will be unraveled by vampires. Unless she stops them. Or 
something. 

ANSWER: FRAY 



15. Joss Whedon has mass, and, therefore, some weight. Answer these questions about weight and mass 
and other stuffFTSNOP: 
A. 10 - If Joss Whedon were to collapse inward upon himself due to gravity, he would become a black 
hole. What is the name given to the invisible spherical boundary that would surround Mr. Whedon? 

ANSWER: EVENT HORIZON 
B. 10 -- Event Horizon was a crappy film that starred what actor, who was also in Apocalypse Now, 
School Daze, and Boyz n the Hood? 

Answer: LAURENCE FISHBURNE 
C. 10 - Mr. Fishburne is married to Gina Torres, who played what demon who took over the LA area 
just by being really nice to people during Season Four of Angel? 

ANSWER: JASMINE 

16. It's fan wisdom that if things start going too well in a Joss Whedon character's life, they're probably 
going to die soon. Joss has been accused of killing off beloved characters just to toy with fans' 
emotions, but some deaths are just extra unsatisfying. Identify the killed-off Buffy characters from their 
mode of death FTSNOP. 
A. 5 -- Willow's shy but incredibly endearing girlfriend, she is killed by a stray bullet that comes 
through Willow's bedroom window during a walk-by-shooting attempt on Buffy's life, just hours after 
she and Willow reconciled their relationship. 

ANSWER: TERA Maclay 
B. 10- She dies of an aneurysm while apparently successfully recovering from a surgery to remove an 
ordinary, non-mystical brain tumor. The tumor may have been exerting pressure for some time, as she 
named her only biological child "Buffy". 

ANSWER: JOYCE Summers 
C. 15 - Her disappearance from the show is never directly addressed, though an allusion in Season 7 
implies she may have been killed when Dawn left a crossbow lying around the house. 

ANSWER: MISS KITTY F ANTASTICO 

17. All right, this one is for Whedon fans who are also sports fans, assuming they exist. FTP each, 
identify the sport or team from its mention on Buffy or Angel. 
A. Xander joins the Sunnydale High varsity team for this sport during Season 2, while the Scoobies are 
investigating the mysterious deaths of several of its athletes. 

ANSWER: SWIMMING 
B. Though Gunn calls this a "white people's sport", Angel explains it's his favorite because the games 
are usually played indoors, and at night. 

ANSWER: HOCKEY 
C. The fIrst time he cooperates with Buffy, Spike lists this team as one of the best things in [un]life. 
The 1998-99 winners of the FA Cup, they are one British football team even many Americans have 
heard of. 

ANSWER: Manchester UNITED 



18. It was one of Joss Whedon's lifelong dreams to write a musical. And he wondered why he was 
alienated as an adolescent boy! Joss fulfilled his dream during Season 6 of Buffy, simultaneously 
presenting his fans with the gift of an even geekier way to celebrate their devotion. Answer these 
questions about the Buffy musical FTSNOP. 
A. 5 - A reference to a cliched stage direction, this is the musical episode's title. 

ANSWER: ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING 
B. 10 - This is Spike's solo number, a play on the facts that A) He's dead, and B) He wishes Buffy 
would stop coming to his "grave" with unclear intentions, and let him do this. 

ANSWER: "REST IN PEACE" 
C. 15 - This is the name of the demon responsible for the musical curse, a fact which figures more 
prominently in the soundtrack album than the episode itself. As an adjective, it does not describe his 
sadistic personality. 

ANSWER: SWEET 

19. Anya's solo turn in Once More, With Feeling is a brief rock number defaming a certain former 
vengeance demon's greatest fear: bunnies! FTP each, identify the following, all of which prominently 
feature bunnies; all of which would be considered horror fare by Anya. 
A. This 1972 sci-fi thriller features DeForest Kelley, post-Star Trek. A cult favorite for its badness, it's 
described by one reviewer as "absolute proof that Hollywood will try anything." Because it's about 4-
foot-tall rabbits that roar. 

ANSWER: NIGHT OF THE LEPUS 
B. This 1950 film would be a psychological thriller for Anya, as it features Jimmy Stewart opposite a 6-
foot-3-inch invisible rabbit. 

ANSWER: HARVEY 
C. Anya no doubt dreaded the seasonal commercials for this product, which employ clucking bunnies to 
hawk the foil-wrapped chocolates. 

ANSWER: CADBURY Creme EGGS 

20. Joss Whedon eats, breathes, and, therefore, converts food and oxygen into energy. Answer these 
questions about the Krebs cycle FTSNOP: 
A. 5 -- The Krebs cycle takes place in what cellular organelle? 

ANSWER: MITOCHONDRIA 
B. 10 -- The breakdown of glucose is completed when a derivative of this acid is decomposed to carbon 
dioxide. 

ANSWER: PYRUVIC ACID 
C. 15 -- What hydrogen carrier shuttles electrons from the Krebs cycle to the electron transport chain? 

ANSWER: FAD (flavin adenine dinucleotide) (accept FADH2 if someone bitches about it) 

21. Every universe has its robots, and the Whedonverse is no exception. Name these robots or things 
associated with robots on Buffy FTP apiece: 
A. After fulfilling its duties and making enormous amounts of peanut butter sandwiches, this familiar 
looking robot is torn about by demon bikers. 

ANSWER: BUFFY-BOT 
B. This late actor played a robot who becomes Buffy's mom's boyfriend. In a twist, instead of playing a 
nice, wholesome robot, he's a psychotic sexist robot. It did not, as far as we know, live with two women 
in an apartment complex run by Mr. Furley. 

ANSWER: JOHN RITTER 
C. Most people consider this first season story a clunker, since it involves Willow being seduced by 
Moloch the Corrupter via e-mail. He eventually inhabits a bitchin' robot body that doesn't have enough 
insulation against electricity. That's right, a robot is electrocuted. The title is a pun on an Issac Asimov 
novel and the back half of one of Tarzan's better known quotes. 

ANSWER: "I ROBOT ... YOU JANE" 




